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ACROSS
1 Not an all-inclusive

word
5 What could be

awkward for the
other couple on a
double date

9 "I totally agree",
online

14 "I totally agree",
online

15 Hardly any
17 Is really sure about,

say
18 "Seriously... just

shut up now"
19 "The Godfather"

role based on
Bugsy Siegel

20 They may get
threads off-track on
purpose

21 "Table" alternatives
at the table?

23 "C'mon, let's go"
27 Certain reptile, in

cutesy Internet
slang

28 Not forward at all?
30 Down numbers?
31 Got soooo excited...

not!
36 "That was over SO

quick"
38 "That's irrelevant"
39 One with gold or

silver, but not
bronze

40 Called before a
union

41 Modern verse
starter

43 Normally working
(in)

45 Marine engineering
lab device

49 Alternatives to
councilors

52 Tool for creating
aliens, often

53 Red areas on some
maps mean them

56 Prepare for dinner,
maybe

57 Something taken by
scuba divers on
ascent to prevent
decompression
sickness

58 Mario Vargas Llosa
is the only Nobel
Prize winner from
here

59 Like ridiculous ideas
60 "¡Aquí _____!"

(Spanish shout of
discovery)

61 "I can't wait much
longer"

DOWN
1 Repeated

self-soothing
actions done by
neurodivergent
people

2 Slangy "That's
terrible!", because
some people like to
pluralize things
weirdly on the
Internet to be cute

3 Oblong candies
sold in a Tropical
Typhoon variety

4 Something never
heard in an aisle

5 Bad thing to get in
on the way to work

6 One of two (!)
people played by
Carvey in a classic
"SNL" presidential
debate sketch

7 Uniquely, they
require forward
takeoffs

8 Something tapped
out when leaving

9 War and such
10 "After all that..."
11 Firm's second in

command,
sometimes: Abbr.

12 Channel that had a
guitar head in its
logo

13 "This is what I
mean..."

16 One of two meeting
in a confrontation?

20 Condone

22 Where Napoleon's
ashes were to be
scattered, per his
will

24 Facial features that
make one look
creepy, in slang

25 Shout before doing
some lines?

26 City at the crux of
the Disney+ movie
"Togo"

28 Amount to turn
things down

29 Object of worship in
"eine Kirche"

32 One of many at a
movie theater

33 "I'm up now"
34 What might OK a

shot, for short
35 One that

occasionally feeds
one of its offspring
to alligators in the
Everglades as part
of a protection
racket (look it up!)

36 Hardly a
well-defined mass

37 Turkey's capital
42 Material whose

name comes from
Turkey's capital

44 Whence drops drop
45 Subpoenas, e.g.
46 "You should rethink

that accusation"
47 Common "buzzer"

in Rome
48 Acrobatic maneuver

from a lying to
standing position

50 Not crying
51 Use less pressure,

with "up"
53 Billy Mays often

pitched on it
54 Feature of a few

Disneyland Paris
rides

55 Stern-looking
direction

56 Foot _____


